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In the past soil conservation may have been perceived primarily as a problem for the rural 
la'ldholder. It is now generally accepted that both the causes and mitigation of land 
degradation involve the whole community, both urban and rural. 

The importance that all sectors of the community place on the issue, will strongly influence 
both the availability of funds and the urgency with which the problems are addressed. 

This paper describes a study undertaken between September and November 1994 which 
obtained views from 1200 households across New South Wales. Households were 
selected:·z';by stratified random sampling methods from high, medium and low income 
suburbs of Sydney, country towns across NSW, and rural villages. Additionally, a broad 
sample of primary producers were surveyed. as were sample households from an area 
regarded as being a source of considerable onsite and offsite land degradation. 

The paper reports on the community's priorities for different kinds of resource and 
environmental management, and their relative willingness to pay for fand conservation. 

These 1994 results are then compared with results obtained in similar research reported 
by Sinden (1985) and Yapp, Young and Sinden (1990). 

KEY WORDS. Community surveys, Soil conser -ation policy. Trends in attitudes towards 
environmental issues, Willingness to pay. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Community perceptions of problems such as land degradation, and the value placed on 
them, are important considerations in making policy decisions. This is not only because 
public opinion is a powerful motivator of political action (or inaction). The degree to 
which the public is avvare that land degradation must ultimately be paid for, directly or 
indirectly, influences both the availability of funds and the urgency with which the 
problems are addressed. 

In 1985, a survey undertaken amongst a widespread sample of socioeconomic groups 
In NSW indicated that support for soil conservation was higher than expected relative 
to the observed level of media and political interest in a wide range of conservation 
issues. (Sinden 1987) 

Over the subsequent 1 0 years the level of media interest in environmental issues in 
NSW has possibly increased. Issues as diverse as world heritage, old growth forests, 
ocean outfalls, wilderness areas, bushfires, drought and pollution obtain wide media 
focus. In the political arena, especially in Federal budgets, land degradation has retained 
interest over the period with major initiatives announced such as the Land and Water 
Resources Research Corporation, the declaration of the years 1990 to 2000 as the 
"Decade of Land Care", and in NSW the Government initiating Catchment Management 
Committees covering the vvhole of the State. 

A subsequent survey by Yapp, Young and Sind en ( 1990} found that, between 1985 
and 1990, there had been shifts in community perceptions of the value of soil 
conservation in relation to other issues. 

The objectives of the study reported here were: 

.. 

* 

* 

* 

To ascertain current preferences for expenditure on soil conservation in relation 
to some other expenditure options. 

To analyse trends in preferences over the 10 year period. 

Te ascertain community perceptions as to how the problems of soil erosion and 
land conservation could best be addressed given an allocation of extra funds. 

To ascertain whether differing socioeconomic or demographic groups respond in 
a different manner on these issues. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The survey was designed to allow results to be contrasted with those obtained by 
Sinden 1985 and Yapp et af 1990. Like the earlier surveys, this survey wa,s conducted 
by telephone interview. The suburbs of Hunters HiUt Manly and. 'Mosman 
(representative of high income suburbs), Baulkham Hills, CronuUa and Strathfield (.for 
middle incomes) and Bankstown, Blacktown and Leichardt (for low incomes) were the 
same suburbs represented in the previous surveys. Telephone numbers were sel~cted 
at random from the Sydney telephone directory until fifty successful calfs were made 
to each suburb. A further 75 interviews were undertaken in each of the two other 
suburbs surveyed by Sind en- Marrickville and Fairfield. These "test" suburbs had been 
selected as likely to be in need of Government assistance in their own localities and 
politically antivrurar. Sind en ( 1987). 

In addition to the demographic areas sarnpled in the previous surveys, this survey 
interviewed 150 residents of Tamworth, Dubbo and Goulburn (representing country 
towns)., 150 households in country villages (Bingara, Manilla and Barrabara) and a 
further 150 owners of rural properties. 

To complete the survey a further 150 interviews were undertaken in an area where land 
degradation in the forms of soil erosion, salinity t rising water tables, blue-green algae 
or soil structure decline has been identified as being at a critical stage .• 

The total of 1200 interviews were completed by 3 trained telephone interviewers in tht;l 
period September to November 1994. The survey was coordinated from, and introduced 
as being under the auspices of, the University of New England, so distancing the project 
from any specific government agency or interest group. 

Two of the interviewers had also been involved in the 1985 survey, which enabled 
useful comparison of anecdotal comments to be obtained. (For example, intt3rviewers 
commented that especially in rural areas, female members of the household were now 
noticeably more willing to provide the survey answers. In the prior surv~y th13 response 
was more often as a result of the call being transferred to a male member.} 

One well recognised disadva"''tage of the telephone interview technique is that the 
number and scope of questions must be limited relative to other intervie\v methods, but 
during this survey a new problem occurred in obtaining successful telephone interviews 
~-the telephorc .,,nswering machine. This was a major obstacle in the high income "rec;~s 
of Sydney where machines appear to be. Jeft operating at aJJ times, eve.n When te$idents 
could be available. Not only does this raise the cost of each successful call, b\Jt it.might 
make this survey method less practical in the future as the technology is more widely 
adopted. 
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THE QUESTIOf\INAIRE 

The complete interview form is at Appendix 1. The four questions were constructed as 
follows. 

[ 1]. Questions 1 and 4 were duplicetes of the 1990 study, which wa~ modelled .Qh ·th~ 
1985 study. Further information on the rationale for the construction of thes~ two 
questions can be found in the referenced studies. Whereas the 1990 studylndexed the 
1985 monetary amounts to allow for inflation, this was not done in ·1994. A revie·w 
of the price. of a loaf of bread in three NSW towns indicated that the purchase price had 
not significantly changed in the past four years and it was considered the more·id~ntical 
the questions the more statistically comparable the responses would be. 

[2]. Question 2 was designed to ascertain which of three current major conservation 
issues, --Native Forests, or the land, or Beaches and ocean-- were considered more 
important by the population. 

While this does not enable strict statistical comparison with the previous studies, it "vas 
considered important to establish a comparison between broad r~source conservation 
issues in contrast to a comparison between specific environmental c:iegrf3Cfation issues. 
The current response on specific issues would, presumably, be mor.e influenc~d by a 
very current event and the publicity it is receiving at the time of· the interview than 
would the response on broader issues. 

[31. The third question was designed to obtain community perceptions ,as to how 
problems of soil erosion and land conservation could best b~ addressed given an 
allocation of extra funds. The question offered the choice of four ITl(ljo.r alternatives 
available to agencies in NSW: education and awareness; research; direct assistance to 
landholders; and enforcement of regulations. 

RESULTS. 

1. RESPONSES TO QUESTION ONE. 

The objective in this question was to ascertain whether individuals ratf;}d .a selection .of 
environmental issues of sufficient importance that th&y would be preparecfto forgo a 
tax rebate. 

1 {a) General Results. 

The weighted response is outlined in Table 1. 
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. ~· . . . . . ·. . 

Suppose an extra $45 million of Government money couJd.bespentinl99S, 
This is about $20 for every family in New South Wales. 

Would you prefer the money to be spent: 

a) Preserving rainforest species 7 
b} Giving a $20 tax rebate? 
c) Stopping soU erosion 7 
d) Preserving rare kangaroo species ? 

Percentage 
as 
15 
41 

__§ 
100 

Table 1. Preferences for Tax Rebate vs Environmental fssues: 1994 

Quite crearfy prevention of soil erosion and preservation of rainforest$ are the preferred 
options. EquaUy clearly, the preservation of rare kangaroos is not a preferred qpti()n, 
and only a minority opted for a rebate rather than to see the money redistributed. 
Similar numbers would like this extra expenditure allocated to rainforest preservation 
and to soil conservation. 

1 (b)Piace of Residence 

The preference for a rebate was not strongly related to place of residence~ however the 
preference for rainforest expenditure or stopping soil erosion did vary across the 
subsamples. Statistical analysis (Chi squared tests) indicated that the .strength of 
support for soil conservation (compared to the rainforest option) was significantryhi9her 
in rural areas and declined progressively through country towns and viiJqQ~s, high an(j 
middle income suburbs in Sydney, to the point where support :for rainfQt~$tS was 
significantly higher than support for soil conservation in low income Sydn~y sub~rt;>s .• 

This is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
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Figure 1. Preferred Optfons.- Rainforest PreserVatton,~ .. Sqil•erosiQh 
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Hcl Ten Year Trend. 

Interesting changes have occurred over the 1 0 year ,period. Tha 199.0 $l~tf'/; indicat~d 
that sf nee 1985 there had been a major swing to the rain forest pre~ervati'on. option 
{43% 1990, 27% 1985} at the expense of all other options. 

In 1994 the preference for a tax rebate or preserving rare l(angt~tQos .hss 'C()flf!tltiecl, 'IQ 

declh1et and the preference for ralnforest.expenditure. has fallen frorolts 1990 high. thf 
net result is that support for stqpping spi/ erosion has risen substQntially~ so that It is 
higher than in 1985,. and is the most preferred option once n1ore .• 

Suppose an extra $45 mil. lion of Government money could be sper1t in 1995. 
This is about $20 for every family in New South Wales. 

Would you prefer the money to be spent: 

a) to preserve rainforest species? 
b) to get $20 back on tax~ 
c) to stop soil erosion? 
d) to preserve rare kangaroo species? 

1994 
38 
15 
41 

__§ 
100 

Tabre 2. Ten Year Trends in Preferences 

1990 
43 
17 
32 

_§ 
100 

1985 
27 
25 
~18 
10 

100 

An analysis was undertaken to ascertain whether these changes were consistent C) cross 
sample areas. The results are appended in Appendix 2. Meijor findings w~re: 

In the low income areas of Sydney, suppQrt for .rainforest pre$ervatipn has 
continued to rise steadily over th~ period, to be the preferred optiQ.n of 47% of 
hsus~hoJds (frQm 27o/o 1985)~ In this income area, supp.ort for soil qonservation 
declined by 10% in the period 1985-90 before rising ~lightlY s~ch that 31% ··Of 
households cited soil conservation as thEt preferred optioh in 1994. 

ln the medium income areas of Sydney, support for both . rafnf9rests and soU 
conservation has risen over the period from 26 to 41% .and ftom 32 tQ $8.$ 
respectively .. 

In the high income suburbs s~pport for exp~nditur~.onrainfor~stprfl~QP!~tiqnh~s 
faHen beick from a high in 19$0 of52% tQ 4.3%. lnt~r~stiogty, thi~preferE!nP~""h~s 
only slightly shifted to soU erosion, most .of ·th~ tnpverntilnt from r;l.infor.f,lsts 
between T990 and 1.994 went to .a pref¢rat1Cf:l fqra t~x ·rebate, · 

ln.the country areas, compari~ons we.re only PP$~ibft\l.b~t'-Y(;\ef1'.s4~~~01.PI~$':gf'1~~· 
19 8!S clnd .1994 studi~s, .In the :M~nilla subs~rJ1Pifl: ~(~ cQ~9tf)'ViJ1~.9:(f)~ ·~~RP?f~,';f9f 
both rainforests and· soilcQn$arv~ tiq~.;grew:(:si'mH!Jr·1:Q·ltle"$Yt.i?~Y~itl~~lM'J1:.inc:.9.m.~· 
sample). However in the Tamwcirth.:an~t GQnn~qijfl:s~mpl~s:lq99.httY';t9Wns.h~wfiil~ 

-: '' .: ' ·,"' '. " ·~. _·: ., ' •' ' . :' . . ,· '' : -:· '. i'J ' ' 
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the support for soil conservation increased, supp()rt for rainforests feU, mainly as 
a result of an increased preference for a tax rebate (similar to the high incom~ 
Sydney results). 

2 .. RESPONSES TO QUESTION 2. 

The objective of this question was to ascertain in 1994 which of the major conservation 
issues focused on by the media -- land, beaches and oceans, and native fore~ts -- were 
considered more important by the population. The results are tabulated in Table 3. 

2(a) General Results. 

The overall result indicated that if funds were to be spent exclusively either on 
C('nservation activities on the land, or ocean and beaches, or native fore$ts, then most 
would prefer the money spent on land conservation. 

Question 2. Consider this set of alternatives. Would you prefer the $20 per 
family in NSW to be spent on: 

a) Land conservation? 
b) Oqean and beach conservation? 
c) Native forest conservation? 

Table 3. Preferences for Types of Conservation 

% 
40 
30 
30 
100 

2(a) Contra~ting Questions 1 and 2. 

The options in Question 2 were worded so that all options were clearly cons~rvC}tion 
issues •. Compared with Question 1, the options of a tax rebate and preserving 
kan.garoos were deleted, options related to. land and forests retained (but in a more 
general form), and the option of ocean/beach conservation added. 

* The support for stopping soil erosion nand conservation) remaineq a constant 40~-6 
whilst the support for preserving rainforests (native forest conservation). declined 
further.(see discussion) 

An analysis of the response to Question 2 was undertaken for those respondents 
who indicated a preference for a rebate in QtJestion 1. Tw¢nty five percent 
indicated a preference for native forests, ,25% for b(;!ach and ocean consarvation 
tand 50% chose .land conservation. This clearly indicates that ~mongst those thclt 
consider a rebate preferable~ if that is not an option( th~n land conservation is the 
preferred first choice. 

<·',, 

",, 

.. . ··;·U~i 
· · , · . , ,, ... ,, . :::, ,,;;L";;,,£ .. '3 ;; ;2';s.~i'::i;~;,&~.\~~·1/i;:i:~\;~~;.ii~i;li'):t:;:;;~·~i;,{i~J~tl 
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2{b) Place of Residence 

As in Question 1, the responses to Question 2 reveal a marked difference in prefer~.nc~s 
according to place of' residence. This is JUustrated in Figura 2. In the non metropolitan 
areas, there is a very large majority of respondents who wol!ld prefer the, exp~nditure 
to be on land conservation, amongst the property owners it was the option chosen by 
over eo <au of those interviewed. However in Sydne~y suburbs the preferences were more 
equally distributed between the three options. 
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"' .... 
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Fig\lre 2. Preferences for Con.serv~tiqn E:penditur~ 

2(c) Trends 1990 • 1994 

No comparable question was asked in 1985, but a roughly similar question was a$ked 
in Sydney suburbs in 1990, comparing preferences for expenditure on soil ~rosiQn, 
beach pollution, and forest plantations. The results are contrastE!d in Tabl9 4. 

Land Conservation 
Ocean & Beach Conservation 
Native Forest Conservation 

1994 1990 

40 
30 
30 

100~~ 

17 (soil erosion} 
62 (beach pollution) 
21 (estabU&h plantation 

- 'forests) 
100% 

Table 4. Comparative Conservation Preferences. (Sydney only) 



3~ RESPONSES TO QUI;S'riON 3~ 

The objective in asking this question was to obtain communltv percQptions of hoW 'the 
problems of soH erosion and land conservation could best be addressed given an 
allocation of extra funds. The question offerf)d the chQice of fo~r rn~jor alternatives 
available to agencies, namely; 

Education and Awareness 
Reseatch 
Direct Assistance to Landholders 
Enforcement of Regulations. 

3(a) General Resufts 

Whilst the ov(Jrall population did not lndictlte a strong preference for any one option, 
two options - assistance to landholders and edllct~tion .. were chosen more often than 
the other two "harder" alternatives .. research and enforcenrent. (Table 5) 

Question 3. If the extra money were to be spent on land conservation .. which 
of the following would you like to see: 

a} educate and make aware of problems? 
b) discover new ways to combat problems? 
c) help landholders to carry out conservation works? 

Percent 
33 
16 
35 

d) enforce landholders to adopt better conservation prac;tices? ___!§ 
100 

Table 5. Preferences for Options to addret,Q Land Conservation. 

,, .. ,., ---------~[~ .. 
3(b) Place of Residence 

When the residential locations were compared, the differences became more markad. 
Sydney .. residents as a whole indicated education and awareness as a priority follo·Ned 
by helping landhofders, rather than enforcement or research. In the non metronolitan 
population more than twice the number of respondents pfaced assistance to Jandhofders 
as more important than education and awareness, whilst 11 % placed research as a 
priority, and regulation was substantially lower than in the overall result. 

Disaggregating the sample further, only 3°-k of landholders considered enforcement a 
preferred option, but this rose to 11 °-k in rural villages and town~. SJ.Jpport for 
enforcement was highest in the middle and high income ~uburbs of Sydney {23%), 
where the support for ditect assistance to farmers wa~ lo\ve$t. 

Unfortunately the 1985 and 1 S90 surveys provh:fe no compar~bh;ldata, but an unrelated 
survey in Northern NSW (Pitt and Yiipp, 1992) revealecf an analogoQs pattern. In that 
survey, rural graziers felt they had a majorrofe in Jand management but poJiticJanshag 
no role. HovtJever, the more urbanised the population; the more they saw an increasingly 
important role for politicians. Given that over 70% of NSW population is ba$ed in th~ 
metropolitan area, and possibly over as% may be considered ~s ~urbanq, ~ mfx of 
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options seems more realistic than simply assistance with funds ~rid education as 
suggested by some 87% of rural landholders. 

4. RESPONSE TO QUESTION 4. 

The objective in this question was to obtain a financial measure of the level of suppqrt 
for soil conservation. To improve the chance of reliable answers, the interviews ,Unked 
the environmental issue to a familiar everyday household item, the price of a loaf of 
bread. Respondents were asked how much extra they would be prepared to pay for 
each loaf of bread, if the extra money went to control soil erosion. 

4(a) General Results 

Ninety six percent of respondents indicated tht:ty would be willing to pay at least 6 
cents more on each purchase. Over two thirds were willing to pay an extra 10 cents, 
wh1'lst a third would be prepared to pay 20 cents or more un their bread. The weighti;Jd 
average for the whole population was 18~9 cents per foal 
Results are show in Tabla 6. 

Question 4. The bread we eat is made from wheat, much of which is grown on eroding soils. 
Suppose a loaf of bread produced from this land costs $1 .40. 

Are you willing to pay an extra 5 cents per loaf if all of this 5 cents goes to control soil 
erosion? 

Are you willing to pay an extra 1 0 cents per loaf if all of this 1 0 cents goes to control soil 
erosion? 

Are you willing to pay an extra t 5 cents per loaf if alf of this 15 cents goes to tontror soil 
erosion? 

What is the maximum you are willing to pay per foaf if alf of this goes to control soil erosion 7 

Will Pay 5 cents 94% 
. Will Pay 10 cents 71% 

Will Pay 15 cents 44% 
Will Pay 20 cents 33% 
Will Pay 20-100 cents 21 % 

Table 6. NSW Population's Willingness to Pa'f for Soil Conservation 

If, as assumed for the comparable 1985 and 1990 surveys, the average hou&~hold 
consumes three loaves of bread a week, an average willingness to pay of 18~9 cents 
per loaf represents an extra $29.50 per household per annum. There were sqme 1,92 
million hous~holds in NSW {1991 oensus), so the extra wHJingnf3sS to pay tot~ls $57 
million per annum over the State, 
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4(b} V\/illingness to Pay in Relation to Place of Residence. 

When the willingness to pay (WTP) was analysed by whether the respondent was in a 
metropolitan area or not~ results showed that the WTP for soil conaervation was over 
16°/o higher in the metropolitan area. Analysis of metropolitan area responses inc:licqted 
that the willingness to pay was highest in the low income suburbs~ closely followed by 
the WTP in the high income suburbs. 

In the non metropolitan samples, the willingness to pay did not vary substantially 
between town, village and rurol property. However, in the sample from an area where 
it was known land degradation was a problem, where respondents indicatE;ld earlier jn 
the interview they were aware soil erosion was a priority, the willingness to pay was 
20% below the responses of other non Sydney samples. 

4(c) Trends 1985 • 1994. 

The results of the 1994 survey are illustrated in Fig 3. as are the results of three 
previous comparable surveys. 

100 • Sino en 1985 

90 0 Drogovich 1989 

?-. 80 
~ 

fll Yapp et at 1990 
P4 70 2 

l 6!) 

50 :: 

E Pitt et a1 1994 

r.o~ - 40 Jo'lo4 
0 
1)4 

Pi 30 ·o 
~ 20 

1 0 

0 

0 5 1 0 15 20 21"99 
Cem.s extra per loaf of bread 

Fig.3 Trends in Community Support for SoU Conservation. 

Quite clearly, over the past 10 years the number of peop/t:J expressing an unwfllingnt:ss 
to contribute has decreased .. and the level at which the public are prepared tc Sl!PPOrt 
activities that mitigate sot1 erosion has risen. 

Analysis suggests that the shift in support over the period Is statistically significant, 
especially the decrease in the number not willing to pay and the increase in numb~rs 
now willing to pay 15 and 20 cents, (representing between 10 and 15%) rnor!;l ,on their 
annual cost of bread. 
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DISCUSSION 

In addition to the major findings highlighted above, th~ following results may be of 
significance and warrant discussion. 

[1]. The results for Question 2 indi~P.te that when the option ''preserve rainforests" was 
changed to "native forest conservatu)n'', 20% fewer respondent& cho::;e the forest 
conservation option. Support for land conservation remained th~ same as that for the 
soil erosion option. [Jn this question che option of "beach and ocean conservation" was 
added and the options for a tax rebate and "preserving rare kangaroos" ware delated]. 

These results may suggest that the public support for forest preservation is more 
oriented to rainforests than native forests .generally and /or that it becomes a Jess 
preferred option for many support11rs if the alternative is beach and ocean conservation. 

[2J. When the results in Question 2 are compared to the '1990 survey, it could be 
concJuded that there has been a dramatic shift away from a preference for expenditure 
on beaches towards expenditure r,.,n land or native forest conservation. 

However the wording of the beach option in the 1990 survey was beach pollutiOQ., 
whilst the current survey was beach and ocean conservation. A more likely conclusion 
therefore is that while beach pollution is perceived as a major problem it fs thought of 
less as a resource conservation issue than as a public health issue. 

This would indicate a priority for the use of measures such as planning for 
retention/disposal of pollutants at source. This is the more likely scenario and is 
supported by another report suggesting pollution per se Is considered a major issue, be 
it neach, fresh water or air (EPA 1994). 

Following this argument, conservation of oceans and beaches -- in the sense of the 
need for action to preserve their physical attributes -- is regarded as having a similar 
priority to the conservation of native forests, but not as high a priority as conservation 
of land resources. 

[3}. In analysing the willingness to pay it was noted that the results from rural areas, 
and especially the degraded area sample, showed a strong preference for fand 
conservation compared to the metropolitan areas, but the average willingness to pay 
was considerably lower (over 16%). 

The scope of the questions limited the information available for explanation of the 
differences, However many unsolicited comments were made and recorded, giving 
some insight into the reasons for particular replies. 

From the area in which degradation was considered a problem, comments tended to 
indicate that the willingness to support conservation was hampered by inability to pay 
extra on household items: (average household income in the degraded arec:1 is 16% 
lower than the average low income Sydney suburb). Also there w~s a Jack, of 
confidence that any additional funding would reach the 11 real problems" or assist 
landholders carry out conservation. Many others suggested the land conservation 
problems were related to product price and droughtt rather than to education or lack of 
enforcement of good practi$e. However, even despite the willingness to pay being 
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lower in this sample, where figures from rural centres are comparable, the level of 
willingness to pay has been still been sustained in real term~. 

( 41. Another observation is that respondents from the middle income suburbs of Sydney 
expressed an unexpected, substantially lower willingness to pay extra on their loaf of 
bread than those in low income suburbs ( 1 2 cents compared to 26 cents). The results 
for the 3 surveys are in Table 7. 

1985 
1990 
1994 

High 
115 
284 
242 

Medium 
105 
157 
126 

Low 
84 

200 
273 

Average 
100(base) 
216 
199 

TABLE 7. Trends in Wilfingness to Pay 1985 ~1994 in High, Medium and 
Low Income Sydney Suburbs (Indexed to 1985 average) 

It is more difficult to make conclusions about the differences in the Sydney suburbs 
than the rural areas. 

Do people in the lower income suburbs have a greate· concern for conservation 
and express it despite an apparent lower ability to pay more for bread? Or is it 
that bread is regarded more as a -staple-" food in these suburbs than Jn those with 
middle or higher incomes? 

Is the current economic climate having a greater effect on the lifestyle of middle 
income Sydney. {This middle incon1e sample was an area which opted most often 
for a tax rebate). Has this created less real income to meet lifestyle demands 
creating more caution as to willingness to pay? Or is there simply less concern for 
land and soil conservation in these middle income suburbs? 

The overall results indicate that while the metropolitan areas might only perceive land 
conservation as a problem similar in dimension to native forest or beach and ocean 
conservation, they exhibit a strong willingness to outlay funds on soil erosion mitigation 
if they are confident it is being properly utilised. Such confidence would be enhanced, 
apparently, if the funds were expended on a balanced program emphasising education/ 
awareness and direct assistance, with smaller but still significant elements of regulatory 
enforcement and research. 

£5]. The survey results raise some interesting contrasts behveen metropolitan and other 
responses that were not apparent in the earlier studies. The generally lower willingness 
to pay in rural areas may simply reflect lower average disposable incomes in these 
households (ie capacity to pay), but it may also reflect the perception of a smaller role 
for government or a difference in the way rural and metropolitan residents perceive land 
degradation problems. 
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[6]. It should be noted that the 1990 study surveyed the population of Sydney and 
extrapolated the result to the NSW population, whereas the current survey surveyed 
statewide and weighed the results according to census statistics. Overall WTP in the 
two studies were 20.6 cents and 18.9 respectively. However from the current study* 
the WTP of the Sydney population only was 20.3, not as significant a decline as might 
have first been supposed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The major highlights of the study are; 

* 

* 

* 

* 

From Question 1 , when individuals are asked to indicate their support for certain 
environmental issues or a tax rebate, prevention of soil erosion and preservation 
of rainforests are quite clearly the preferred options. Equally clearly, the 
preservation of rare kangaroos is not a preferred option, and onfy a minority 
elected to have the rebate rather than to see the money redistributed. 

In 1994, the preference for rebates or preserving rare kangaroos has continued to 
decline, and the preference for rainforest expenditure has fallen from its 1990 
high. The net result is that support for stopping soil erosion has risen substantially, 
so that it is higher than in 1985, and is the most preferred option once more. 

Between Question 1 and Question 2 the options were amended and worded so 
that aU options were clearly broad conservation issues. (Basically the options of 
a tax rebate and preserving kangaroos in Question 1 were deleted, the land and 
forest related options were retained, and the option of beach conservation added). 

The support for stopping land conservation remained the same as that 'for soil 
erosion (40%) but the support for native forest conservation declined relative to 
that for preserving rainforests. 

With regard to possible broad policy approaches to land conservation the overall 
sample did not indicate a strong preference for any one option in Question 3. 
However, education/awareness and assistance to landholders were chosen more 
often than the other alternatives offered, which were research and enforcement. 

In Question 4, ninety six percent of respondents indicated they would be willing 
to pay at lea,.st 5 cents more on each loaf of bread purchased. Over two thirds 
were willing 'fo pay an extra 1 0 cents, whilst a third woufd be prepared to pay 20 
cents or more. The weighted average for the whole population was 18.9 cents per 
loaf. (Average 1990- 20.9 cents; Average 1985- 9.5 cents) 

This represents an extra $29.50 per household per annumf or a total of $57 
million per annum. 

A major trend over the past 1 0 years is that the number of people expressihg an 
unwiHingness to contribute to mitigation of soil erosion has decreased, and the 
level at which the public are prepared to support activities that mitigate soH 
erosion has risen. · 
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Throughout the survey interesting differences were bbserved between .groups 
when analysed by place of residence in NSW. While considerable differences 
were evident between metropolitan and non ... metropolitan areas.- there also were 
substantially different responses between high, middle and low income Sydney 
suburbs as well as between rural property owners~ residents of country villages 
and those in major tovvns. 
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Hellow my name is . lam doing a survey for the Universify 
of Ne\v England. 
May I a"k you four quick questions? 

1. Suppt.).;)e an extra $45 million of government money could· be spent in 1995. This is 
nbotH $20 for every family in New South Wales. 

\Vould you prefer the money to be spent (tick one): 

(a} to preserve rainforest species? 

(b) to get $20 back on your tax? 

(c) to stop soil erosion? 

td) to preserve rare kangaroo species? 

2. Now let's consider another set of alternatives. 

\Vould yuu prefer this $20 per family to be spent (tick one): 

(a) on land conservation? 

(b) on ocean and beach conservation? 

(c) on native forest conservation? 

3. If the extra money were to be spent on land conservation, which of the following would 
you like to see (tick one): 

(a} educate and make aware of problems? 

(b) discover new ways to combat problems? 

(c) help landholders to carry out 
conservation works? 

{d~ enforce landholders to adopt better 
conservation practices? 

4. The bread we eat is made from wheatf much of which is grown on ~roding soils. 

Suppose a loaf of bread produced from this land costs .$1.40 

(a) Are you willing to pay an extra 5 cents per loaf if aU of this Sq goes to control soil 

erosion? Yes/No · 

(b) Are you willing to pay an extra 10 cent$ per loaf if all qf. . .this lOa ¥de$ to 

erosion? Yes/No 

!c) Are you willing to pay an extra 15 cents per loaf if all of this l5.Q $9eS to.cootPO.l 

erosion? · ¥¢siNo 
(d) \Vhat is the rrwximurn you are wilHng.to pa.y ¢xtm l?et 

,_ ,.,',,' . ',' 

erosion? 
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APPENDIX 2 RESPONSES TO QUESTION 1 . 
. {All Figures expressed as Percentage of Sample) 

1994Study 

Villages Towns I Rural Degraded Sydney Sydney Sydney Sydney Weighted 

'':,,:1,:': 
~~6) ,t=:sts 

~~~~~-"":""~ 

ft~i1;z~~re 
r~: ;~JJ'l9QiSM!.Y' (~1\pp.et all· 

29 

12 

58 

1 

Sydney 
Mediuil;l 

38 

25 

11 

59 

5 

Properties 

7 

13 

79 

I 2 

Sydney Total 
Low Sample 

40 43 

24 17 

28 32 

8 7 

Area 

9 

9 

81 

I 1 

Iiigh Medium 

43 41 

13 17 

38 38 

I 5 I 4 

1985 Study (Sinden) 

Presexve 
Rainforests 

Tax Rebate 

Prevent Soil 
~rb!;,ion 

Preserve Rare. 
KangarOO$· 

Sydney 
High 

28 

16 

43 

13 I 

low Test Response 

47 45 38 

16 17 15 

31 27 41 

' 5 8 6 

Sydney Sydney Average Sydney 
Medium Low Response '~rest 

26 27 27 18 

34 26 25 50 

32 38 t 38 2a 

8 I 9 I 10 I 9 

1>-

country 
·sample 

CC' 

26 

'f-
.~ I 
44 -II 

... 

" 3 l 


